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MARITIME DIRECTORATE OF RAVENNA 
 
 
 

DECREE no. 13/2014 
 
 
The Maritime Director of Emilia Romagna,   
 

HAVING REGARD TO his Decree no. 44/2014 dated 31 March 2014, regarding pilotage 
rates in the Port of Ravenna for 2013/2014; 
 
HAVING REGARD TO articles 87 and 91 of the Italian Navigation Code and articles 4 
and 14 of Italian Legislative Decree no. 165 dated 30 March 2001; 
 
 

HAVING REGARD TO the dispatch of the Ministry of Infrastructures and Transport – 
Directorate-General for ports - DIV 3 - M_INF/PORTI/12790, dated 22 December 2014, 
in which the higher Ministry revised the rates for the Pilotage Service in Italian Ports for 
2015-2016 – which will come into force on 1 January 2015; 
 
HAVING REGARD TO the dispatch of the Ministry of Infrastructures and Transport – 
Directorate-General for ports - DIV 3 - M_IT/PORTI/4492, dated 2 May 2013, in which 
the higher Ministry ordered the introduction of a fixed term of sixty days for the payment 
of invoices with effect from 1 June 2013; 
 
HAVING REGARD TO the dispatch of the Ministry of Infrastructures and Transport – 
Directorate-General for ports - DIV 3 - M_IT/PORTI/3484, dated 24 March 2014, in which 
the higher Ministry ordered the ordered to reintroduce the coefficient of 0.75 of GT for 
passenger ro-ro cargo ferries; 
 
HAVING CONSIDERED the need to enforce the above-mentioned adaptation;  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DECREES 
 

Article 1 
 

Rates for pilotage services are set as follows:  
 
 

1)  Services on board: 
 

1.1) – For all ships, including oil tankers with segregated ballast tanks (SBT), as per 
Council Regulation No. 2978/94:  
 

GT of piloted ships  Base rate in Euros 2015/2016       
0 - 500 181.91 

501 - 1,000 222.42 
1,001 - 2,000 269.55 
2,001 - 3,500 335.84 
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3,501 - 5,000 452.95 
5,001 - 7,000 558.26 

7,001 - 10,000 742.39 
10,001 - 15,000 949.35 
15,001 - 20,000 1,106.95 
20,001 - 25,000 1,252.06 
25,001 - 30,000 1,416.45 
30,001 - 40,000 1,612.16 

For each further 10,000 GT or fraction thereof 231.99 
   

 
1.2. For oil tankers without segregated ballast tanks (NO SBT), as per Council 
Regulation No. 2978/94: 

 
GT of piloted ships  Base rate in Euros 2015/2016       

0 - 500 219.16 
501 - 1,000 267.98 

1,001 - 2,000 324.76 
2,001 - 3,500 404.62 
3,501 - 5,000 545.71 
5,001 - 7,000 672.59 

7,001 - 10,000 894.44 
10,001 - 15,000 1,143.77 
15,001 - 20,000 1,333.66 
20,001 - 25,000 1,508.48 
25,001 - 30,000 1,706.35 
30,001 - 40,000 1,942.37 

For each further 10,000 GT or fraction thereof 279.50 
 
    
       
1.3. – For ferry ships, cargo ferries (Ro-Ro) and mixed, designed and built to transport 
vehicles which are loaded/discharged using their own wheels and/or for cargoes on 
pallets or containers, loaded and discharged by means of vehicles fitted with wheels, 
coming from/going to an EU Member State port, as well as Sicily and Sardinia, the 
following rates will be applied:   
 

GT of piloted ships  Base rate in Euros 2015/2016       
0 - 500 147.60 

501 - 1,000 180.47 
1,001 - 2,000 218.71 
2,001 - 3,500 272.49 
3,501 - 5,000 367.51 
5,001 - 7,000 452.96 

7,001 - 10,000 602.36 
10,001 - 15,000 770.27 
15,001 - 20,000 898.15 
20,001 - 25,000 1,015.88 
25,001 - 30,000 1,149.14 
30,001 - 40,000 1,308.08 

For each further 10,000 GT or fraction thereof 188.23 
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2) Service given via radio (VHF): 
 

        2.1  For those ships that can use the VHF station service, pursuant to article 4, 
paragraph 1 of the Ministerial Decree of Obligation, the base rates are the following: 
 

GT of piloted ships  Base rate in Euros 2015/2016       
0 - 500 69.96 

501 - 1,000 86.18 
1,001 – 1,500 105.23 

                      
 

 
Article 2 

  
Calculating international gross tonnage (GT) 

 

In order to apply the correct rate, the international gross tonnage (GT) of the ship will be 
calculated as follows: 
a) – for ships holding the International Tonnage Certificate issued according to the 1969 
London Convention (Tonnage 69), the rates will be applied according to the international 
gross tonnage value (GT) stated on the certificate; 
b) -  for ships not holding the above-mentioned certificate, the rates will be calculated 
according to the gross tonnage (GT) obtained using the following formula prepared by 
the Italian Shipping Registrar (Registro Italiano Navale, R.I.N.A.). The GT values 
obtained using this formula are very close to those obtained by applying the criteria for 
calculating international gross tonnage as set out in the above-mentioned convention: 

 
 

GT = K1 x V 
 
 

where V = 2.832 x total gross volume in tons 
where K1 = 0.2 + 0.02 log10 V 
 
If the above formula cannot be applied due to missing data, the following formula 
elaborated by IMO (albeit less accurate than the previous one), can be used to obtain a 
temporary calculation of the gross tonnage of ships which do not have an International 
Tonnage Certificate: 
 
 

GT = VE x a 
 
where VE = L x B x H; 
L = length in metres as per the Loadline Certificate; 
B = maximum width in metres measured outside the framework, as stated in the 
registers or the documents on board the ship (also in the Capacity Plan); 
H = height from the bottom up to the highest complete deck, in metres, as stated in the 
registers or the documents on board the ship; 
a = F (VE) to be calculated with the linear interpolation according to the following table: 
 

VE a 
up to 400 0.58    
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up to 1,000 0.43 
up to 5,000 0.35                 

up to 10,000 0.34                                                           
up to 25,000 0.33                    
up to 50,000 0.32                  

up to 100,000 0.31            
up to 150,000 0.30                   
up to 200,000 0.29                 

from 250,000 and over 0.28    

In order to establish the rates for the pilotage services for ferry ships, the tonnage value 
stated on the International Tonnage Certificate or obtained by applying the criteria in 
Article 2 point b), must be adjusted using the following coefficients: 
 
 
PASSENGER FERRIES 
(Passenger Ro - Ro cargo ferries)                              0.75 
 
 
CARGO FERRIES                                                     0.75 
RO/RO Cargo - General Cargo 
RO/RO Cargo - Container Ships 
RO/RO Cargo Ferries 
RO/RO Cargo Vehicle Carriers                
 
 

Article 3 
 
 

      The following surcharges must be added to the base rates in Article 1 (including the 
rates for the VHF service): 
 
 

A) – for overtime 
 

1) 50% of the base rate for services rendered between 20:00 and 06:00 hrs;  
 

2) 50% for services rendered on Sundays;  
 

3) 150% for services rendered on the following public holidays:  
1 January, 6 January, Easter Monday, 25 April, 1 May, 2 June, 15 August, 1 November, 
8 December, 25 and 26 December, Patron Saint’s Day.1 This surcharge cannot be 
added to the surcharge in point 2. 
 

4) 100% of the base rate for services rendered on the first Sunday of November (when 
the national “Festa dell’Unità” is celebrated), which may be added to the surcharge in 
point 3 should 1 November (All Saints Day) fall on a Sunday.     
 

B) - for ships with dangerous cargoes 
 
 

1) 16% of the base rate for services rendered to ships carrying inflammable goods 
belonging to Classes 2, 3, 4.1 and 4.2 of the Decree of the President of the Republic 
(D.P.R.) no. 1008 dated 9 May 1968, or similar goods, or goods whose flash point is 
below 65°C.  

The same surcharge is also applied to services carried out on board ships which 
occasionally transport inflammable goods, when the quantity transported is equivalent 
to 25% of the gross tonnage of the ship (DWT); 
 

                                                           
123 July - S.Apollinare in Classe, Patron Saint of Ravenna.  
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2) 20% of the base rate when services are rendered: 
 

a) to ships carrying goods belonging to Class I of D.P.R. no. 1008 dated 9 May 1968, 
or similar goods, for a metric ton quantity not below 5% of the ship’s gross tonnage; 
 

b) to empty ships which do not have a valid general “gas-free” certificate during the 
pilotage service, which have been declared able to transport dangerous goods referred 
to in D.P.R. no. 1008 dated 9 May 1968. 
 
C) - For services carried out with a second pilot:     
50% surcharge for services rendered with a second p ilot on board.  
 
 
 

Article 4   

         
From 1 January 2015, the costs of services described in articles 130, 132 and 133 of 
the Rules for the Enforcement of the Navigation Code (Maritime Section) are determined 
as follows: 
 
 

1).- when a pilot, upon orders from the Harbour Master following a specific request from 
the ship, has to go beyond the territorial limits indicated in the “Local Regulations for 
pilotage services within the Port of Ravenna”, the costs are as follows: 
 

a) – if the service is carried out within two miles outside the above-mentioned limit: 
 

GRT of piloted ships  Rate in Euro  
0 - 2,000 48.56 

2,001  -  15,000 77.86 
15,001  -   or more 103.14 

                                              
b) – for every two miles or fraction of the next two miles: 
 

GRT of piloted ships  Rate in Euro  
0 - 2,000 22.63 

2,001  -  15,000 38.59 
15,001  -   or more 51.90 

 
2).-when a pilot is only called to transmit communications to the shore base on behalf 
of the ship or when, upon authorisation of the Harbour Master, transmits 
communications from the shore base to a ship, the costs are as follows: 
 

GRT of piloted ships  Rate in Euro  
0 - 2,000 121.12 

2,001  -  or more 133.09 
 
3).- when a pilot is detained on board the piloted ship due to circumstances beyond his 
control for more than 5 hours and 30 minutes, the rate for this shall be 25% of the base 
rate for every hour or fraction of an hour, in addition to the time of the services rendered.  
If his stay on board lasts more than 6 hours, the pilot is entitled to the same board and 
lodgings normally given to Officers, at the ship’s expense.  
           

4).- when a pilot is requested to steer a ship to a location outside those in the territorial 
field of the Pilot Corporation, for every hour or fraction of an hour, for the time necessary 
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to reach the port of destination or until a pilot at the said port goes on board, the costs 
are as follows: 
 

GRT of piloted ships  Rate in Euro  
0 - 2,000 48.56 

2,001  -  or more 58.55 
      
The pilot must also be refunded the cost of the journey back to his base.  
 
5).- if the departure or the manoeuvre of the ship are suspended after the pilot has 
already boarded, the charge is as follows:  
 
- 50% of the base rate in the commercial port;  
- 75% of the base rate of the port canal above the S. Vitale basin;  
- 100% of the base rate at the road terminals.  
 
The departure or manoeuvring of the ship are considered suspended when the pilot has 
been on stand-by on board for a maximum of half an hour without any operation 
beginning.  
If the pilot is detained on board for more than half an hour, the charge is 25% of the 
base rate for every half hour spent on board before beginning manoeuvres.  
 

6).- if the entry of the ship is suspended once the pilot is already on board, the pilot is 
due the base rate.  
The ship’s entry is considered suspended when the pilot has been waiting on board for 
up to a maximum of one hour without beginning the manoeuvre.  
If the pilot remains on board for more than one hour, the charge is 50% of the base rate 
– for every further hour of stand-by on board – before beginning the manoeuvre. 
 
 

Article 5     

       If the ship’s Master requests a pilot’s assistance for sea trials or adjustments to 
radiogoniometers, etc., the charge is as follows, on top of the base rate: 
 

GRT of piloted ships  Rate in Euro  
0 - 2,000 120.97 

2,001  -  or more 132.92 
 

Article 6       

      The costs indicated in Articles 4 and 5 are lump sums and are therefore not subject 
to any of the cost surcharges stated in Article 3.  
 
 

Article 7 
 

     Ferry ships that belong to, or are managed solely or in partnership, by a shipping 
company, which make frequent calls in three calendar months, will be charged 35% of 
the rate indicated in Article 1. 
     Liner services are considered such when recurring trips are made between pre-
established ports and whose timetable and service are made public. 
       Ships that belong to, or are managed solely or in partnership, by a shipping 
company, which make frequent calls in three calendar months, will be charged the 
following rates:  
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    from  1st to 3rd call:  100% of the base rate in Article 1 point 1; 
    from  4th to 10th call:  80% of the base rate in Article 1 point 1; 
    from 11th to 20th call:  65% of the base rate in Article 1 point 1; 
    from 21th call onwards:  50% of the base rate in Article 1 point 1. 
 
      All possible surcharges, expressed in percentages, shall be calculated on the 
reduced base rate.      

      When shipping companies, which are entitled to the application of the conditions 
expressed in this Article, request pilotage services for the first ship and for every 
subsequent ship, that is also entitled to the same conditions, they shall submit a written 
application to the Pilot Corporation, directly or through an agent acting on their behalf, 
during and not after the stay of each single ship in the port.  

This request must be drawn up, indicating each of the ships which are entitled to the 
conditions stated in this Article, clearly specifying which conditions are included (type of 
movement, frequency, etc.). 

Similarly, suitable proof must be given that each ship concerned is entitled to the 
conditions set out in this Article, including the title and/or type of relationship or 
management between the shipping company applying and the ship.  

Failure to abide by the conditions set out in this Article for the application of the rates 
will result in the full rate being applied as per Article 1. 

If requests are not submitted within the deadlines and according to the conditions 
described above, the Pilot Corporation will not be obliged to apply the rates stated in 
this Article. 
     By “call” we mean a group of services including an arrival and a departure with the 
issue of the sailing permit.  

Therefore all manoeuvres carried out between arrival and departure are to be 
considered part of the same call. 
     Services given via the VHF station are not considered as part of the call.  
     The three calendar months start with the month of January.  
 
 
 

Article 8 
        
    The provisions of this Decree will come into force at 00:01 hours on 1 January 2015.  

This Decree replaces Decree no. 44/2014 dated 31 March 2014, which ceases to 
have effect from the same date.  
 
 
     Ravenna, 30 December 2014 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                 MARITIME DIRECTOR 
        Giuseppe Meli 
                                                                         Captain (Harbour Master’s Office)  
                                                                                 
 
 


